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On the Hontology Group of Branched Cyclic
Covering Spaces of Links

By Fujitsugu HOSOKAWA and Shin'ichi KINOSHITA

Let k be a knot in 3-sphere S3 and let sHlg(k) be the g -fold cyclic
covering space of S3, branched along k. By the use of the Alexander
polynomial Δ(£) the 1-dimensional Betti number of (^ΰίg(k) was calculated
by L. Goeritz [2] and the product of the 1-dimensional torsion numbers
has been calculated by R. H. Fox [1].

Now let 8 be a link in 3-sphere. Then we can naturally define the
g -fold cyclic covering space of S3, branched along 8 (see Section 2).
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the product of the 1-dimensional
torsion numbers and the 1-dimensional Betti number of this space. These
will be done by the use of the V-polynomial defined by one of the
authors of this paper [3] and the results are similar to the cases of knots
(see Theorems 1, 2, and 3). The proof will be done similarly to [4] in
the case of the product of torsion numbers and to [2] in the case of
the Betti number.

Professor R. H. Fox kindly pointed out to us that the case of the
product of torsion numbers is already proved in the thesis of J. P. May-
berry [5^\. As J. P. Mayberry did not use the V-polynomial, his result is
apparently different to that of ours. But these are essentially equivalent.

The calculation of the fundamental group of the complementary
domain of the link represented in Sections 3 and 4 are due to G. Torres
[8]. It is contained in this paper only for convenience of readers.

1. In this section we shall prove a lemma with respect to the
determinant.

Let the nxn matrix X be

0 1-0

0
T 0-0

and the nxn matrix E be the unit matrix. By the simple calculation
we have
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m

Xm =

and

0

T

' T

T 0

o 'T

1

Ί

0

= TE

for 0 < m <^ n ,

(*)

where X° = E, T° = ί and & is the greatest positive integer such that
m — nk is the non-negative integer.

Let f ( x ) be the polynomial a^ + ajcΛ Vamxm, where m = kn-\-l (&>0,
0</<^w). Substituting the matrix polynomial f ( X ) by (*), we have

where

Then

.-,T

•A,
•A.

AT

det

Therefore we have

where ωy (,/=Q, 1, ••-, n — 1) runs the w-th root of unity. Since it is
easily shown that F(ωy ^y)=/(ωy ^~y), we have the following

Lemma 1. Let X be the nxn matrix
0 1 0

T 0 0

and f ( x ) the
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n-l

polynomial aQ + a^x + + amxm. Then detf(X) = Π f(ω. tyj1), where ω.

0" = 0, 1, •••, « — l) raws fAe «-fλ ratfs o/ unity.

2. Let 8 be an oriented link of multiplicity μ in the 3-dimensional
sphere S3 and let F(S3—8) be the fundamental group of S3—8. If h is an
element of the fundamental group F(S3—8), we shall denote the linking
number of h and 8 by link (/z, 8). Now let

F,(S8-8) - {A h e F(S3-S), link (A, S) = 0 (mod £)} ,

where g is a positive integer. Then Fg(S3—8) is a normal subgroup
of F(S3—8). Hence there exists uniquely the £-fold cyclic covering
space 3ϊtg(S) of S3—8, whose fundamental group is isomorphic to Fg(S3—2).
Then, we can define naturally the g -fold cyclic covering space 3Jl̂ (8) of
S3, branched along 8. 9Jϊtf (S) is a closed 3-dimensional manifold without
boundary for each g.

Now, we shall give a geometrical image of the g -fold cyclic
covering space 3M^(8) of S3 branched along 8. It is a natural generali-
zation of the cyclic covering space, branched along a knot, defined by
H. Seifert [6], [7].

Let S be a non-singular orientable surface with the boundary 8 in S3

[6]. Consider that g be two leaves of surfaces g1 and g2 which have the
same boundary 8. Now, let Sf, Sf, ••• and SJ be 3-spheres homeomorphic
to S3 and let gl, g? in S?, gj, g! in S2

3, - and gi, gj in S,3 be homeo-
morphic image of g1 and 82 in S3. The closed 3-manifold 3J^(8) =
SϊwSiu wSϊ which is constructed by identifying gϊ and gj, Si and
gs, •'•» g? and δi respectively, is just the g-fold cyclic covering space
of S3, branched along 8.

In fact, over each point of S3, except for 8, there are g points
of 3JΪ£(8) and over each point of 8 there is only one point of 2JΪ£(8).
And for each closed curve of 3Jlί(8), which does not intersect 8, there
corresponds a closed curve of S3 whose linking number with 8 is a
multiple of g. Therefore the fundamental group of 9Jϊ£ (8) — 8 is isomor-
phic to the given normal subgroup Fg(S3—8). Since the cyclic covering
space of S3—8, which has Fg(S3—8) as its fundamental group, is deter-
mined uniquely [7], 2K^(8)-S is homeomorphic to SJJ^(S). Hence, 9Kί(8)
is a £-fold cyclic covering space of S3, branched along 8.

3. Let 8 be an oriented link of multiplicity μ in S3 and L19 L2, ••-, of
Lμ, be components of 8. The Alexander polynomial Δ(£1? t29 •••, ίμ) of 8 is
defined by R. H. Fox [1]. Let Δ(f) = Δ(f, *,—,*)> where / = ί1 = ί2=.. = /μ.
One of the authers of this paper has defined the V-polynomial V(ί) as
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follows [3]

and = Δ(ί)

for μ>2

for =l.

Let f$ be an orientable surface of genus h in S3 whose boundary is 8.
Consider a Seifert projection of S [8] (Fig. 1). We shall compute the
fundamental group F(S3—8) of S3—δ by the use of this projection.

Contracting the center disk of § to a point P and the bands to lines
(Fig. 2), we have the graph G consisting of {ak}. Let us denote by agl,
••*> aiii (* = !, 2, •••, 2h +μ— 1) the arcs of the projection of a{ such as
these in the usual Wirtinger's method.

To each arc atj there correspond two arcs x^ and #'6j of the pro-
jection of S, where x{j is the arc which has the same orientation to that
of a{j and lies on the right side of it, and x'tj is the arc which has the
opposite orientation to that of ah- and lies on the left side of it (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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Let us also denote by x{j and x(j (i = l, •• ,2h + μ—l, j=l, •••,./*) the
generators of F(S3— 8) which correpond to the arcs xh- and x(3 respec-
tively.

For each crossing of ap over a{ we have two defining relations R^
and Sh of the following forms :

RH = (χpq χpqfχtj(χpq χpq)~*χ7,}+ι, f j = 1 y 2, •••, ./,. — 1 \
ς _ (r'~

l

r y r' (r'~lr V s r'"1, \ί = l, 2, •••, 2A-f/A— I/^«y — vΛα xpq) Xij^Xpq Xpq) Λ f c ι j + ι, \ » > > r I

where 6=+l when ^ crosses Λ, from left to right and

£=— 1 when ^ crosses ^£ from right to left.

Besides these relations we have the relations :

T / _ „/
21-1 — X2l-l,l

and

Then the group F(S3— S) has the presentation

{#t-y, Λ Γ i j I /?, y , 0, y, T2ί-ly T2/, T^/-!, T2/, Q/ , Qί'

where
i - 1,2, •-,

- 2A-hl,

Note that Q2h+^-i is already eliminated, for it is the consequence of
the other relations.

Let us introduce generators ί, sίy and ^-^ (i=l, 2, •-, 2A + /*— 1,
j=l92,—9ji) defined by means of the relation PFiy=i"Xv5r/, W^^
Γ^uS'^1 and WΓ=ί~1Λr2A+μ-ι,y2A+μ-ι Using TΓfy and TΓ^, we obtain from
Λ ίy, Sίy, Γ,/.^ T2/, Γί/^, Γί/, 0,, 0ί/, TF,y, TTίj, and W the relations
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c/ 0-ι
S2/-1.102Z.1 ,

(1=1,2, -,h)

(t=2fι + l, ..-,

Since generators #/7 and jt f j appear only in the relations Wijy W'tJ
and W9 we can eliminate the generators x{j and Λ;{J and the relations
Wi/9 W'tj and W (i = l,2, -,2A + ̂ -l, ; = 1,2, -,Λ).

Now we must remark that the linking numbers of the generators sfj ,
s'tj with the link 8 are all equal to zero.

Then we have the following presentation of the group F(S3— S)

sίj, ί ^7, S,7, T2l^ T2ly T'2g_ί9 Tίi9 Qt> Qί/

Now we compute the fundamental group F(5ϋl^(8)-S) of 93 (̂8) -£,
where 9Jl̂ (8) is the £-fold cyclic covering space of S3, branched along
8. Let sijΛ = tΛ

Sijt-
Λ and s{jΛ = ί'%f-fl' (α = 0, 1, 2, -, ̂ -1) and T=f*.

Then it is easily shown that sijΛy s[3oύ and T represent simple closed
curves in 2J^(8)-8 and that the generators of F(3J^(8)-8) consist of
these sijΛ9 s'ί5Λ (ι = l, 2, ...,2h + μ-I9 j=l,29 -9ji9 α = 0, 1, 2, -, ̂ -1)
and T.

On the other hand, since the linking numbers of the relation words

Rij9 Sίj9 T2l.19 T2/, T'2t-l9 T'2I9 Qt, Q't', and W with 8 are all equal
to zero, RiίΛ = tΛRtίt-

Λ

9 S^ΓSiJ-", T^llΛ = tΛTΛί.ίt'
Λ

9 ?2l,a = t«T2lt-«,

Tίt-^rT'v-J-*, T'2l.Λ = tΛT'2lt-9 Qt.Λ = t Qtt-9 Q't>,« = t«Q't,r« and WΛ

= toύWt~Λ are expressible by words which consist of at most sij(Λ, s'ij(ύ

and T, and they are the relation of F(3Jl^(8) — 8). Therefore we have
the following presentation of

i = 1, 2, •••, 2/z + μ-

/ = 1, 2, ..-, h

t = 2h + l9 -,

f ' = 2 A + l, -,

From this presentation we can compute the fundamental group
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F(2»,(S)) of 3K, (8). Namely, to add 8 to 2H,(8)-S induces the new
relations, so-called the branch relations [1], Bk = (x/

kjk)
e (k = 2hj

r~\., ••-,
2A + /*-l) and T=l. From the relations T^,4 (A = 2A + 1, — ,
we have Bk = (tsίjιy=sίjk.1 sίjkl2 ...... sίjk.g^sίjkt0.

Therefore the presentation of F(3Jl^(S)) is

e' T P Q T T T' T'rt* °ijo» -* > / v ί/α»> ^ijoύj J 2l-l,Λ9 -L2lcύ> •* 21-ι.ay J 2 / , α > »

* = 1, 2, -

j = l,2, ,jt-l

/ = 1, Z, ••*,/£

£ — 2A + 1, •••, 2h-\-μ—2

ί/= 2A + 1, •-, 2A + /Λ—1

A = 2A + 1, —,2A + /Λ-1

α = 0 , l , 2 f -,^r-l.

4. In this section we shall obtain the Alexander matrix of 8 from
the presentation of F(S3— 8).

Replace the multiplication by the addition and put

jt±s-jt =

where 5 is any generator of the form s(i or s'tj. Furthermore suppose
that the addition is commutative. Then, for each of the relations of
F(S3— 8) we have the following relations:

f j

(7 = 1,2,-, A)

Qt = 5/,^-^+L!

Let us introduce generators a{j defined by means of the relations
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Agj^Sij-sίj-av (i = l,2,—,2h + μ-l, j=l, 2, •••, /f). Using Aij9 we

obtain from Rijy S, y the relations

i5

Since /?ί7 and Sf y are the consequences of Aij9 R'ί} and S{j, we can

eliminate j?fy and Sf y from the relations. Furthermore we obtain from

R'tJ, S'tj and Ah the relations

From r{j (j = l, 2, •-, jy— 1) we obtain

Here let us introduce generators ag defined by ai^ail= "=ai>J ί (/ = !,

2, ••-, 2h + μ—ΐ). Then we can eliminate the relations r, y and the

genertors atj (i = l,2, —,2h + μ—l, 7 = 1, 2, •-, ;f) Now, let us rewrite
tfίy to at in the remaining relations. Moreover we can eliminate S'tj,

since S'u is a consequence of R(5 and A f y . And since s'l3 (/ = !, 2, •••,

2h + μ— 1, l<Cy<CΛ ) appears only in A f V, we can eliminate ^ϊίy and the

generators 5^ (ί = l, 2, •••, 2A + /A-1, !<;<;,•)• Furthermore the genera-
tor sf 2 appears only in Rf

!.l = ̂ il(l — t)aPil

Jrtsίl — tsί2 and Rt2 = £i2(ί —

— tsί3 and from ^^ and R(2 we obtain Λ{ί = (l — ί) (^^ap^B^a

Therefore we can eliminate R'tl and R(2 and the generator si2 . Similarly

the generator si3 appears only in R({ and Rf,3 = βi3(1. — t)ap.3-\-tsi3 — tsi4 and

from R'A and R't9 we obtain R%' = (l-t) (^ap^ + e^p^a^ap^ + ts^-ts^

therefore we can eliminate R'ή and R'f3 and the generator sί3. By the

iteration of this process, introducing

we can .eliminate the relations /?{_, (ί = l, 2, ••-, 2h + μ— 1, ./=!, 2, •• ,ji — 1)

and the generators sf y (ί = l, 2, ••-, 2h + μ~ 1, .7 = 2, ••-,// — 1).
Λ -1

If we set ωί(«)= Σ£»A^Λ *
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Therefore we have the generators sil9 s f j i y a£ (/ = !, 2, •••, 2h + μ— 1) and the

relations Ri9 Ail9 Aij{ (ι = l,2, -,2A + /*-l) ?,,-„ ?2/, f^, f£, (/ = !,

2, •••, A), Q, (ί = 2A + l, -, 2A + /*-2), Qί/ (i' = 2A + l, -, 2A + /*-l)^ and ΐT.

Since the generator sί^ltl appears only in the relation Tίi-i and

-A 2/-ι,ι> from T2'z-ι and A/_ 1 ( 1 we obtain

Therefore we can eliminate the relation A2/_1 § 1, Tί/-! and the generator

$27- ι,ι Similarly from T2/_! and A2ίj2l we obtain

and from Tg/, A2ltί and A 2 / _ l ι y 2 / _ 1 we obtain

and form (?{/, Λ t / f l and ^/y,/ we obtain

Therefore we have the generators

and the relations

I = - ω ,

^27-1 ~ 52/-l,l 52/,l #27-1

t/27 = S2l-l,S2l-i~S2l,J2i

*2l = S2l,l ^2/ 52/-l,y

^27 — S2ί, J21 ~ S2l + l, 1 >
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i = 1, 2, •••, 2h + μ-l

/ = 1,2, -, A

f = 2h + l, — ,

if = 2A + 1, — ,

From #,/ (f = 2h + l, •••, 2/z-hμ-l) and /V we obtain

£,/ = (! -*)*>*'(*)>

and from /22/-ι (J = l> •••> AX ^2/
 and Cζ/-ι we obtain

and from .R2/ (/ = !, •••, A), F2/ and C72/ we obtain

From these relations and generators we have the following relation

matrix

Qt

W

A(t)

C

The submatrix B of M(ί), corresponding to the generators s£l, s,v, (« = 1,

2, •• ,2h + μ— 1) and the relations £/2/_ι, F2/, f72/, T2/, Pt', Qt, W (1 = 1,

2, -,h, f = 2A + l, —,2h + μ-l, t = 2h + l, —, 2A + /*-2), is the following:
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CO

co"

O O O O O O rH rH

O O O O O rH TH O

O O O O TH TH O O

O O O O rH O O O

O O rH rH O O O O

O rH rH O O O O O

rH rH O O O O O O

rH O O O O O O O

O O -

o o

rH O

•O rH rH

• 0 0 0

• o o o

3. 3.

+ +
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Now let us consider about the word ωz.(<z). We can easily show that
the coefficient of aβφj), which appears in ω£(#), is the number υis which
is equal to the number of times that #,- crosses over a{ from left to right
minus the number of times that as crosses over a{ from right to left [6],
[8]. Therefore, the submatrix A(t) of M(t)9 corresponding to the generators
at (i = l, 2, •-, 2A + /A—1) and the relations R{ (/ = !, 2, •••, 2h + μ—1), is
of the form on page 343.

Similarly the submatrix C of M(t\ corresponding to the generators

a{ (i = l, 2, •••, 2h + μ—1) and the relations £72/-ι> V2l, £72/, T2/, Pt/, Qt, W

(/ = !, 2, —, A, ί/ = 2A-hl, —, 2A + /Λ-1, ί = 2A + l, —, 2h + μ-2) is the
following:

C -

/If

"1

01 -1
j/2 i

U2 1

T2 0

ϋ o
y Q

f7 0

T 0

p2/,+ι

Q2Λ

0
p
•Γ2h+μ-l

W

«2 «2A-1 β2A

0 0 0

-1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 -1 0
-1 1

0 1 0

0 0 0

0

«2* + l ^2A+ft-l

0

0

Then, the matrix M(f) is the Alexander matrix of the oriented link &

of multiplicity μ.

5. In this section we shall obtain the relation matrix of the 1-dim.
homology group of 5ϋl̂ (S). Firstly let r1, r2 and r3 be relations with the
forms
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•Si si

Sa" sΓ

Si Sa

+
s

Sa

a.

sΓ

CO

CO*
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/Ί = vsw ,

r2 = vtst~lw ,

r3 = υswts~lt~lu ,

where 5 is a generator and u, v, w are words which consist of genera-
tors except s. Making use of the abridged notation (see the first of the
section 4), these can be written in additional forms

fl = ΰ+s+w

f2 = v + ts+w

Now let riβ = tβrit~
β (β = Q, 1, -, g-l\ T=t* and sβ =

ί-l). Then

r2, =

and

where vβ, w& and uβ (β = Q, •••, g—ΐ) are suitably transformed words from
v, w and u respectively. Therefore, again by the use of the abridged
notation

jT±s-jT = ±Tjs,

we have

r2,β = Vβ+sβ+1 + Wβ (β = 0, 1, 2, •-, g-2)

?3,β

and

On the Alexander matrix of S in S3 the terms corresponding to the
generator 5 and the relations rί9 r2, r3 are the following :
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1

t
I-/

and on the Alexander matrix of 8 in 30 (̂8) the terms corresponding to

the generators s0, s19 •••, Vi and the relations Fίo, f^, - , F,.,̂  (ί = l, 2, 3)

are the following:

1,0

1,1

f,.

l g-1

r
'2 ,0

f,.i

f«

?2,*-l

7...

3,1

?3,2

r«-χ

5°

1
JL

πu
0

π\j

0

0

0

T

1
Λ
V

0

-T

ς>sι

1
JL

0

π\J

1

0

0

ό

-1
i

0

ό

S2

0 ..

0...

l

π...

0-

l

0 '

ό

o
1 ...
_L *

1

ό

Sg-ι

π

0

-j

o
o

• . o

' o

o
n

• . o

'•!

Therefore the relation matrix of the latter is the matrix which substitute

1 and t by E and X respectively in the relation matrix of the former,

where E is the g xg" unit matrix and X is the g'X.g' matrix
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0 1-0

o

Since the relations of 3(S3-£) and g(̂ (S)-8) have the above

properties, we have easily the Alexander matrix M'( T) of the %(<$lg(%) — S)

as the following :

M'(T) = A'(T)

C'

0

B'

^ . .— -^

where A'(T), B'y C' are the submatrices substituting E and X f o r 1 and t

of the submatrices A(t), 5, C of M(t).
Next we compute the relation matrix of the 1-dim. homology group

H(yJlg(%}) of SJJZ^(8), changing the multiplication to the addition, which
is commutative, in the branch relations B{ (i = 2h + 1, ••-, 2h + μ— 1).

Namely, we have 5{= $~J5ί,Λ ,β From B( and Aiιj.β=sitjilβ—s'ttj,β—ai.ββ=o

(^-0, 1, •••, g— 1) we obtain

Let the (μ— I)x3(2h + μ— 1) matrix D be of the form on page 343,

and Dr the (μ— I)x3g(2h + μ—l) matrix substituting by e of D the Ixg

matrix (1, •••, 1), and let the {3£(2/z-f-^-l) + /*-!} x {3g (2/z + /*-!)} matrix

M'(T) be the following:

M'(T) = A'(T)

σ
0

B'

D'

If we put T=l in the M7(T), then the resulting matrix M'(l) is the

relation matrix of the 1-dim. homology group of SJJI^(S).
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6. In this section we shall investigate the 1-dim. torsion numbers

of the g-fold cyclic covering space 97 (̂8) branched along 8. In the

previous section we have proved that the relation matrix of the 1-dim.

homology group of 9Jί̂ (S) is (3g(2h + μ—l) + μ—l)x(3g(2h + μ—1)) matrix
M'(l).

By an elementary transformation on a matrix we mean one of the

following transformations:

I) Multiplication ±1 to a row (or column)

II) Multiplication of an arbitrary real number to a row (or a column),

followed by the addition of this row (or column) to another
row (or column).

It is easily shown that by elementary transformations on Λf'(l) the

value of the 3g(2h + μ—1) minor determinant is invariant up to the
factor ±1.

Put

A(t)

C

0

B

D

Suppose that a matrix N(f) is obtained from M(t) by a finite number
of elementary transformations, and a matrix N'(T) is obtained from N(t)

substituting 1 and t by E and X. Then we can easily show that JV'(l)
can be obtained from M'(l) by a finite number of elementary transforma-

tions.
Now we consider the (3(2h + μ—l) +μ—l)x(3(2h + μ—l)) matrix M(t).

First of all, by additions of suitable multiples of the (2A + l)-th row

of M(t) to the other rows of the submatrix A(f) of M(t\ all of the
(2λ + l)-th column of A(t) except (l — t)v2h+ίt2h+Λ, which may qe described

by (1 —ί)αι from now on, may be made equal to 0. Next, by additions
of suitable multiples of the (2h + 2)-th row of M(t) to the other row of A(t\

all of the (2A + 2)-the column of A(t) except (1-f) (v2h+2t2h+2-***±™*±ι\
\ Vzh+ι,2h+i' y

which may be described by (1 —ί)<*2 from now on, may be made equal
to 0. By repeating this process, we can transform our matrix M(f) into
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the matrix whose submatrices B, C and D remain invariant and whose
submatrix Atf) corresponding to A(t] satisfies that every elements of the
(2h+j)-th column (/=!, 2, ••-,/*— 1) except for the diagonal one(l — t)oCj
are all equal to 0.

Furthermore, by addition of suitable multiples of the (2A+/)-th
column to the non-zero other columns of A^t) all of the (2/z+j')-t;h row
except (1 — t}aj may be made equal to 00" = 1, 2, ••-, μ—l).

Then we obtain the matrix of Mtf) whose submatrix B and C remain
invariant and whose submatrix A2(t) corresponding to A^t) satisfies that
every elements in the (2h+j)-th row and in the (2h+j)-th column except
for (1 — f)oLj are all equal to 0(^=1, 2, •••, μ—ΐ) and whose submatrix D1

corresponding to D satisfies that the n-th column (n^>2h) remains invariant.
Therefore Mtf) is the following matrix:

2h

2h

μ-Γ

(1-ίX 0

— e

— e

B

o e

o e

Substituting 1, t and e of the Mtf) by E, J^and
we have the following matrix M{(T)

matrix (l -l),
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M((T) = *

0

.

*

0

o ' ••.' -«ι

.

β, α Q

0

-1 ••• -1

'••

1 1

0

1 -1

1 Ll πi -i 0

Ί -i

• .

1 -1
0 \ x-ι

1

Ί
o-o i—i 1

'••

1 n...n 1...1

Now consider the gxg submatrix

<*<(E-X) =

' -a,

for ι = l, 2, •-, /A—1. Add the g-ih column to the (g— l)-th column and
next add the (g— l)-th column to the (g— 2)-th column, ••-, and add the
second column to the first column, then the submatrix is transformed to
the following:
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0 -α, 0

0 0.. \

0 '-a,

(l-TH α( «, oct

Moreover, by addition of all rows, except g-th row, to the g-th. row we
have the following:

0 -rt. 0

0 0\

(l-7>,. 0 0 .

By the above elementary transformations M'(T) is transformed to the
following matrix N'(T):

N'(T) = 0

o -% o

* . — a

ι-τχ -0

0

0

-1

-1

-1

0

0
-1

-1

o 0 1 i

|o
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All of the elements of (2hg-i-g)-th row, (2hg+2g)-th row, ••-, and (2hg-i-
(μ— l)g)-th row of ΛΓ'(l), which are obtained by the substitution of T by
1 in ΛΓ'(T), are equal to zero. Eliminating the (2hg+g)-th row, the

th row, •••, and the (2hg+(μ— l)g")-th row, we obtain a
-ϊ))x(3g(2h + μ-ϊ)) square matrix M'(l).

Now we can easily show that

On the other hand the determinant of Alexander matrix M(t) of link
8 is equal to ±tp(L — ty~1V(t)9 where p is a suitably chosen integer, and by

Lemma 1 the determinant of M'(Γ) is equal to ± Tp(l- T^tt V(ωy VT),
j=o

where ωy(y=0, 1, •••, g—ϊ) is a g-th root of unity.
And the product a^xa2x ••• xa^ is equal to V(l).
In fact, since the determinant of the matrix

is equal to V(1)C3), it is easily seen by the process of elementary
transformations of the matrix M(ί) that the submatrix

(1-/K o

o '(1-

can be transformed from the matrix

(Λ t)U2h

"(1

Thus we have immediately

j = l

Since the detM^l) coincides with the product of the 1-dim torsion
numbers of 501̂ (8) we have the following

Theorem 1. Let & be a link of multiplicity μ in ^-sphere and let
2JZj(S) be the g-fold cyclic covering space branched along 8. // the \-dimen-

sional Betti number of 30 (̂8) is equal to zero, i.e. Π V(ωy) Φ 0, then the

product of the \-dimensional torsion numbers of 3Jί̂ (8) is equal to
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g*-1 Π V(ωy) ,
j=l

where ω19 ω2, •-•, ωg_1 are the distinct g-th roots of unity except 1.

7. In this section we shall consider the case that the 1-dim. Betti
number of 2)^(8) is not zero. In this case we can not yet compute the
product of the 1-dim. torsion numbers of 3Dΐ^(8), but we shall compute
the 1-dim. Betti number of 3J^(£).

Let M(t\ M(t\ Af(T), M'(T\ ΛΓ'(f) be the matrices in the previous
sections. Mf(T) is transformed to 2V'(T) by elemetary transformations.
We transform the matrix Λf(T) by the same elementary transformations.
Let us denote this matrix by N'(T\ Then N'(T) the matrix obtained
from N'(T) by the elimination of 3g(2h + μ-l)+j-th row (,/=!, 2, •••,
μ— 1), i.e. those rows corresponding to the branch relations.

Clearly

rank of Λf'(l) - rank of N'(ϊ)

and rank of Af'(l) = rank of N'(l) .

Since all of the 2hg+jg-th row and (2hg+l + (j—ϊ)g)-ih column (y=l,2,
••• , μ— 1) of N'(ί) are equal to zero, the rank of Λ^(l) is smaller than
3g(2h + μ-ϊ)-(μ-l). But in (̂1), only one element of (2hg+l + (j-ϊ)
g)-ih column (.7 = 1, 2, ••• , μ— 1) is not zero and this element is in the

l)+y)-th row (j=l, 2, .- , μ-l).
Therefore, it is easy to see that

rank of ΛΓ(1) - μ-l + rank of

Since the 1-dim. Betti number of 3J
we are only to compute the rank Mx(l).

By the use of ΛΓ(1) =
A'(ϊ) 0

Br

is equal to the rank of

and rank

we shall compute the rank of A'(ϊ).

By elementary transformations and multiplications of tp to some
rows (or columns), where p is an integer, A(t) is transformed to the
following diagonal form A*(t):

0

0
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where ^(ί), e2(t\ •••, and e2h^_v(f) are the elementary divisors of A(t).

Since det 4*(f) = *ι(fX(0 - β2A+μ_1(/) = (l-/)μ-1V(θΦθC8), we have

Let A'*(T) be the g(2h + μ-l)x g(2h + μ-l) matrix which is obtained
from Λ*(ί) by the substitution of 1 and / by E and X. Then, it is clear
that A'*(l) is transformed from A'(ί) by elementary transformations and

rank of A'(l) = rank of rank of

where e{(X) is a £X£ matrix obtained from 0, (/) by the substitution of
1 and t by E and X (i = l,2, — ,2A + /*-l).

Let ei(t) = a^ + a(ι')tjr ••• +a£tm and m = gkj

rl, where £ is a non-
negative integer and 0</<^m. Then by (*) of Section 1 we have

where *gk

:o y&-ι

and

Moreover, let 1, ω x, ω2, •••, ω^_1 be the g -th roots of unity and let the
matrix PF be

1 1 1

1 ωt ω2

1 ^2 ^ Λ 21 ωl ω2

Since T^ has the non zero determinant, i.e. the rank of PF is g; the rank
of the product of matrices ei(X)τ=._1x W is equal to the rank of e^
Now
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Σ*i°
ΣW

Σ^ f>

Σ^ί:

ωf^Σ- ω*,-ι

r-i Σ (

where the summation of j runs from 0 to g—\.
If α>fc is a root of the equation £,•(/) = 0, then ωΛ is a root of the

equation %° + fti°#+ ••• +6^1^~1 = 0 and all of the fc-th column of the
matrix e£(X)τ=1xW are equal to zero. And if ωk is not a root of the
equation ef.(/) = 0, then all of the &-th column of the matrix ef(X)T=ixW
are not equal to zero.

From these it is easy to see that, if ai is the number of different
g-th roots of unity which is also the roots of the equation e{(t) = 09 then
we have

rank of

By this equality we have

rank of A*'(ΐ) =

and

rank of

From rank of Af(l) + /*—l = rank of Λf'(l) we have
_

rank of M'(ί)

Therefore we have the following

Σ ^-(^-

Theorem 2. L0£ S fo a link of multiplicity μ in ^-sphere, let 3Jί̂ (S)
be the g-fold cyclic covering space branched along S and let etf), e2(t), •••,
βM+μ.^t) be elementary divisors of the matrix A(f) of Section 5. // ai

is the number of distinct g-th roots of unity which are also the roots of the
equations eί(t)=Q (/ = !, 2, -••, 2h + μ—~L), then the 1- dimensional Betti

number of 90 (̂8) is equal to ,- — (/*— 1).

By Theorem 2 and the property of the matrix A(f) we have im-
mediately the following

Theorem 3. Let V(ί) δ^ the ^-polynomial of the link S and let oί
be the number of the common roots of the equations t8 —1 = 0 and V(t) = 0.
Then the 1-dimensional Betti number of the g-fold cyclic covering space
of S3 branched along the link 2 is not less than ot.

(Received September 7, 1960)
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